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Foreword 
Reimagine RTD’s Mobility Plan for the Future is a comprehensive, forward-thinking plan that identifies 
strategies to address the future mobility needs of the region. Ongoing industry advancements and 
societal shifts are substantially altering how and when people travel, how cities function, and how 
mobility factors into broader visions and goals; transit agencies must evolve and adapt to remain a 
relevant part of the mobility equation. The MPFF, intended to help guide RTD’s long-term decision 
making, is the culmination of extensive technical analysis, stakeholder and public engagement, and 
intra-agency coordination, as well as several previous planning efforts. Key context, findings, and 
recommendations are broken into a series of technical memoranda focusing on individual components 
of the overall planning effort. This report documents the work done to support the mobility-on-
demand/first & last mile component of the plan.
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1.  Introduction 
While fixed-route transit service is generally the core focus of regional transit agencies like the Regional 
Transportation District (RTD), it does not exist in a vacuum – buses and trains are but one component 
of a multimodal transportation network, and they must integrate well with other modes to provide a 
viable alternative to personal vehicles. Other modes to consider in near- and long-term transit planning 
are numerous and diverse but can generally be grouped into two overlapping categories: Mobility-on-
Demand (MOD) and First/Last Mile (FLM). MOD refers to an individual’s ability to access various 
mobility options when and where they want to, often through a mobile app or other technology. 
Common examples include bike-sharing and demand-responsive microtransit. FLM is an umbrella term 
for all the ways in which someone may move between their origin and a bus or a train (the “first mile”) 
and then from the bus or the train to their destination (the “last mile”). Sidewalks, bike lanes, 
circulating shuttles, and micromobility devices all help cover first and last miles. RTD already integrates 
with, and in some cases operates, an array of MOD and FLM services, but as the agency looks to the 
future of mobility, where transportation technology, efficiency, and sustainability will only grow in 
importance, finding opportunities to strengthen the link between its core fixed-route services and other 
modes will be key. 

2.  Current State Evaluation 
RTD has invested substantial resources in both planning and implementing MOD and FLM-related 
strategies, services, and infrastructure for many years. FlexRide, bike storage at rail stations, and 
partnerships with Uber and Lyft are all examples of the agency’s efforts to improve access to their 
fixed-route services and to expand their reach. Completed in 2019, RTD’s First and Last Mile Strategic 
Plan provides a comprehensive list of recommendations intended to guide future investments related to 
both FLM and MOD. The plan provides 15 core recommendations, several of which would be led by 
local governments or other outside entities, covering everything from parking cash-out programs and 
EcoPass districts to expanded shuttle services and better multimodal wayfinding. The following 
subsection provides summaries of and a commentary on each plan recommendation. The FLM plan also 
provides several dozen more specific proposed strategies that build from these recommendations.  

This strategic plan provides a strong framework for how RTD can better integrate MOD and FLM with 
its core services. The primary limiting factor at this point is identifying the internal resources – both 
financial and otherwise – necessary to implement the recommendations. As the plan notes, 
partnerships with local governments, Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), and private 
industry are key because RTD does not have sole authority over many MOD- and FLM-related elements 
of the transportation system. 
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2 .1  First  and Last  Mi le  Strategic  Plan Recommendations 
Act ive  Transpor ta t ion  Connect ions 
Predominantly led by local agency partners that own the streets and sidewalks, this strategy is used to 
access RTD facilities. Gradual implementation of bike/ped master plan recommendations is the 
foremost way in which this strategy is pursued. RTD participation in the development of these plans 
could be considered. Jurisdictions throughout the district have made the build-out of comprehensive 
active transportation networks a priority. 

Ac t ive  Transpor ta t ion  S ta t ion Access 
This strategy, predominantly led by local agency partners, requires close coordination with RTD to 
implement improvements on and adjacent to RTD property. Local jurisdictions throughout the district 
have been conducting many station area and mobility hub plans aimed at identifying multimodal 
improvements around major transit lines. Implementation of those plans’ recommendations is the best 
means for enhancing station access for active modes.  

Mu l t imoda l  Wayf ind ing Sys tems 
This strategy should be pursued jointly by RTD and local agency partners. Coordination is necessary for 
both the location of signs and their design and content. There is currently little consistency in 
multimodal wayfinding throughout the district, especially transit wayfinding. A wayfinding pilot project 
was recommended in the FLM plan, and RTD received DRCOG funding to advance the project; 
however, the project was cancelled due to staffing constraints. RTD should consider this as a future 
project as resources allow. 

S ta t ion  V ic in i ty  Maps 
This strategy should be pursued jointly by RTD and local agency partners. Vicinity maps would be 
located at transit stations but coordination with local agencies will be necessary to ensure that correct, 
relevant, and updated information is displayed. Specific businesses change frequently in station areas, 
so it may not be practical to include those. Some such vicinity maps already exist at certain RTD 
stations, including along US 36 and in Downtown Littleton. 

Rea l - t ime Trans i t  D isp lays  and Apps 
This is an RTD-led strategy. Electronic screens at light rail stations display train arrival times, but the 
displays show scheduled times rather than real-time information linked to GTFS feeds; commuter rail 
stations do display live predictions. Customers cannot tell how much a train is delayed from the light 
rail displays. Real-time information for all RTD buses and light rail trains is available to customers 
through three apps: Next Ride, Transit App, and Google Maps. These apps do not provide real-time 
information for commuter rail though. Getting real-time information to show on the platform and on 
apps for all services should be a priority for RTD. 
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Trans i t  Trave l  T ime Compar isons 
This strategy should be pursued jointly by RTD and CDOT. RTD would provide the transit travel time 
information based on GTFS feeds for CDOT to integrate into highway message boards. CDOT has 
several existing travel-time displays throughout the Denver metro area, but they show only driving 
times to different highway exits. Common trip termini for driving and transit travel times would need to 
be identified.  

M ic romobi l i ty  In tegra t ion 
This is an RTD-led strategy because RTD has authority over how micromobility devices are used at 
transit facilities. Partnering both with micromobility providers and local agencies that implement 
micromobility policies is necessary to successfully integrate micromobility with transit. RTD has 
stenciled designated parking areas for micromobility devices at numerous stations; the devices are not 
allowed to be brought on-board RTD vehicles. As micromobility establishes more of a presence 
throughout the district, RTD should explore opportunities for strengthening their connection to transit. 

RTD received a grant in 2020 from FTA to fund trip planning and fare payment integration with CDOT's 
Bustang and a micromobility provider in Denver. The project is slated to kick off in 2023 and will 
include software development and beta testing for a shared payment platform. Once the platform is 
developed, a two-year demonstration period will follow. 

P i ckup/Drop-of f  Def in i t ion 
This is an RTD-led strategy. Some major transit stations in the district, such as I-25/Broadway, already 
have well-defined pickup and drop-off spots, but some are lacking designated areas. Stations with 
good bicycle and pedestrian access and those with adjacent parking lots are most in need of distinct 
pickup and drop-off spots because the risk of potential modal conflicts is highest. 

B i cyc le  and Micromobi l i ty  S torage 
This is an RTD-led strategy. Bike lockers are available to rent at many, but not all, light rail and Flatiron 
Flyer stations, as well as some other Park-n-Ride facilities. Bike racks are available at more stations and 
stops, but people generally do not feel comfortable using a bike rack for a long period of time since 
they are less secure than lockers. The stenciled micromobility storage areas at some stations may not 
be sufficient if micromobility partnerships become more prevalent in the district. 

Pa id  Reserved Park ing 
This is an RTD-led strategy. Currently, customers can pay a monthly fee for reserved parking at select 
Park-n-Ride facilities for arrival times between 5:00 AM and 10:00 AM on weekdays. All reserved 
spaces are made available to others after 10:00 AM. Expanding eligibility for reservations to vanpool 
programs could encourage more people to access RTD by a means other than a personal vehicle. The 
reservation fees need to be considered carefully in regard to equity because some people may not be 
able to afford them and, therefore, may choose to not use RTD at all if the nearest Park-n-Ride 
regularly fills up. Discounted reservation fees should be explored. Subsequent discussions with RTD 
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staff have indicated this recommendation would not be feasible without major changes to the agency’s 
parking management process.  

Shut t les  and Microt rans i t  
This is an RTD-led strategy, though partnerships with local agencies and private organizations 
interested in operating their own shuttle services should be a consideration. RTD has well-established 
shuttle and microtransit services in Access-a-Ride and FlexRide and recently began piloting two 
supplements to these: a partnership with Uber to help provide Access-a-Ride service in the southeast 
metro area and a partnership with Metro Taxi to supplement FlexRide requests in the Denver Tech 
Center. Local agencies have expressed interest in operating their own on-demand shuttle services to 
supplement fixed-route service, like Lone Tree’s Link shuttle. 

Serv i ce 
This is an RTD-led strategy, though replacements to unproductive fixed-route services could be 
operated by others in partnership with RTD. Agencies across the country have been implementing a 
wide variety of alternative service delivery models, including closer integration of micromobility and 
through partnerships with private on-demand service providers. The 2016 Lyft pilot that provided free 
rides to and from Dry Creek Station in Centennial – where a fixed-route would likely not be productive 
– is an example of what an alternative service model could look like, though that was ultimately 
discontinued due to under-utilization.  

Accessibility is an important consideration with service partnerships. Providing ADA-accessible vehicles 
generally increases costs, so serving people with disabilities may be a challenge to some partners. RTD 
must be clear about its priorities and expectations related to accessible service before entering into any 
such partnership agreements. 

D iscount  Fare  Market ing 
This is an RTD-led strategy. RTD has discount programs for youth, seniors, people with disabilities, and 
people with low incomes, but the processes for applying for these discounts – especially the LiVE 
program – can be onerous and difficult to understand. As part of the effort to market these discounts, 
RTD should explore opportunities to streamline the programs and remove obstacles to obtaining them. 
RTD should also promote partnerships with TMOs/TMAs and developers to incentivize ridership through 
discount passes, especially as some local jurisdictions look to implement additional TDM requirements 
for new developments near transit. 

EcoPass  Dis t r i c ts  
This strategy is predominantly led by local agencies, with support from RTD. EcoPass is an employer-
sponsored program that provides enrolled employees with a transit pass that allows unlimited use of 
RTD buses and trains. Some local jurisdictions have implemented a Neighborhood EcoPass Program for 
interested residents; pricing varies by jurisdiction, and the costs are subsidized for the first two years 
for each new group. Residential buildings are also allowed to participate in the EcoPass program as 
‘neighborhoods’ - all residents can be enrolled at a set rate for the first few years, after which pricing is 
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modified to reflect actual usage. RTD can support this strategy by marketing the program more to 
employers, jurisdictions, and building managers.  

Park ing Cash-out  Programs 
This strategy is predominantly led by employers, with support from RTD. Transportation Management 
Associations (TMAs) can help encourage employers to establish cash-out programs, which typically 
offer a cash incentive to employees for relinquishing access to subsidized office parking, but it is up to 
individual employers whether they will. RTD should work with TMAs to develop messaging that 
highlights the benefits of cash-out programs – both to employers and employees. 
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3.  Recommendations 
Strategies that RTD can consider for better incorporating MOD and FLM with its core services run the 
gamut from improved station wayfinding to new on-demand shuttle offerings. As noted previously, 
many are already identified by the agency’s First and Last Mile Strategic Plan and some are being 
actively pursued. The real challenge for RTD lies not in determining what actions to consider, but in 
developing a framework and process for finding the necessary resources to take those actions. These 
strategies can generally be grouped into two main categories: user interface & infrastructure 
strategies, and demand strategies. Each category will require different efforts, investments, and 
partnerships to execute. 

3.1  Organizat ional  Structure 
For RTD to substantively enhance integration of MOD and FLM, establishing a more formal means for 
coordinating related partnerships, projects, and services is critical. Existing on-demand services 
currently have some dedicated planning staff within Special Services, but broader agency focus on 
MOD/FLM is informal and inconsistent. An expanded and concerted MOD/FLM organizational structure 
will help RTD more successfully implement strategies related to the actual services and partnerships. 

Es tab l i sh  MOD Opera t ing Zones 
In 2021, RTD launched an enhanced approach to stakeholder engagement that centers on five 
geographic service sectors – each associated with a particular travel shed in the region. The intent of 
this new approach was to allow more focused discussions of local needs during regular service change 
processes. Using those same five geographic sectors to plan and coordinate on-demand services, FLM 
strategies, and partnership opportunities would bring more focus to localized mobility needs and help 
ensure that MOD/FLM actions reflect and address them. MOD operations zones would create a clear 
and streamlined process for community transit planning in the region and establish a consistent 
framework for adding and integrating different context-appropriate options from a standard menu of 
services, benefiting both RTD and local agencies.  
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Figure 1. RTD Service Sectors 
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Es tab l i sh  MOD Zone Fund ing S t ra tegy Through an RTD-opera ted Grant  
Match 
A dedicated funding source is essential to enhancing the accessibility and convenience of on-demand 
transit options. Without the resources to implement ideas for service improvements and new services, 
more MOD planning alone will not allow the agency and its partners to better meet mobility needs in 
the region. Recommendations that do not lead to tangible results are not meaningful.  

Given RTD’s current financial situation, identifying a wholly new source of funds to dedicate to 
MOD/FLM-related actions is unlikely in the near- to mid-term; rather, the agency should consider 
options for reallocating some of its existing resources to better support implementation of MOD Zone 
recommendations. One approach could be development of a grant program funded through the money 
RTD currently devotes to FlexRide operations, whereby local agencies could apply for resources to 
implement and operate local MOD services in partnership with the agency. Requirements such as local 
matches, cost per boarding thresholds, etc. could be applied to maximize such a program’s efficiency 
and benefit.  

Es tab l i sh  MOD Communi ty  Program L ia ison 
Greater funding is not the only resource necessary to boost support for MOD/FLM within the agency 
and throughout the region; a greater staff focus on planning and managing MOD services, fostering 
partnerships, and coordinating with the fixed-route network. Currently, RTD has only a few positions 
dedicated to managing special services such as FlexRide and Access-a-Ride. Expanding that group to 
add a dedicated MOD community program liaison to the three regional planning sector teams – North, 
East, West – is recommended to bring more of an agency-wide focus to MOD/FLM opportunities and 
strategies. The sector teams primarily focus on fixed-route services; bringing a MOD perspective into 
their discussions could help foster consideration of alternatives to fixed-route service where it doesn’t 
make sense, as well as inform planning of MOD services to best complement the fixed-route network. 
There is also a need for greater coordination between Special Services and RTD’s Service Development 
group, which this liaison position could help to facilitate.  

Because most MOD/FLM services and strategies require partnering with other agencies and 
organizations – and often are led by others – more dedicated staff at RTD would also be helpful for 
fostering those relationships within each of the three planning sectors and providing clear 
communication about the agency’s role in and expectations for any partnerships. A larger MOD staff 
could take on identifying the “menu of options” for on-demand services that local agencies can work 
with RTD to implement, developing partnership agreements, establishing service programs with third-
party providers, and procurement support are all tasks. In the longer term, RTD could consider 
expanding this group to include one MOD liaison for each planning sector, providing an even greater 
and more targeted focus on MOD that better accounts for the considerable land use and demographic 
differences throughout the district.  
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3.2  Service Partnerships 
While RTD has a significant role to play in strengthening MOD/FLM offerings in the region, many of the 
actual services that could be provided – and most of the infrastructure needed to accommodate them – 
require partnerships with local agencies, private entities, and others. RTD’s core focus is and likely will 
always be operation of the fixed-route regional transit 
system; connecting to that system is a group effort, and 
a highly context sensitive one for which no one-size-fits-
all approach exists. The form and function of these 
partnerships could vary considerably, from split funding 
arrangements to agreements on how best to share 
infrastructure. 

Es tab l i sh  MOD/FLM Menu of  Serv i ces 
One of the most important steps for RTD to take in 
moving toward greater acceptance and adoption of 
MOD/FLM services in the region is to outline a set of 
services that local agencies can partner with RTD in 
implementing for their communities. RTD has already made strides toward establishing and expanding 
such a menu in recent years – albeit not formally – by piloting several service partnerships with both 
public and private entities throughout the district. Development of a strategic plan that identifies 
regional goals for MOD/FLM services is recommended to spur focused discussions with potential 
partners about what MOD/FLM partnerships should seek to achieve.  

Identifying which services to include in a menu of MOD/FLM services will take more discussion, but 
several actions are recommended as a starting point for consideration. FlexRide has long been the 
dominant, if not only, MOD option in the region, but the program has not kept up with innovations and 
has a high cost per boarding. RTD should undertake a thorough evaluation of the program, looking for 
opportunities to optimize, complement, or even replace it. This evaluation could be paired with the 
release of a microtransit RFI/RFP seeking proposals from third-party providers to operate new services, 
integrate FlexRide with broader trip-planning platforms, and/or revenue-sharing models. An on-call 
partnership with clear guidelines and focused objectives for micromobility integration specifically 
(bikeshare, e-scooters, etc.) could also be developed. The ultimate menu of services should define the 
contexts in which each service would be most appropriate. Table 1 presents a possible menu, 
arranged in order of services appropriate for high- to low-density areas. RTD’s FlexRide service falls 
within the Curb to Curb – On Demand Mobility category. Flexible routes operate as hybrids of fixed-
route and demand-responsive service; vehicles generally follow a defined path and schedule, but make 
deviations within a defined area for pick-ups and drop-offs not along the primary route (San Joaquin’s 
Hopper service, targeted specifically towards customers with disabilities, is an example of this). The 
most common example of a first/last mile on demand service is a circulator shuttle between a major 
transit stop/station and a relatively nearby activity center, like a business park, stadium district, etc.  

SacRT (Sacramento) operates an 
on-demand shuttle – SmaRT – in 
partnership with Via, who developed a 
specialized booking app. The shuttles 
operate in 11 zones throughout the 
city and primarily offer “corner-to-
corner” service rather than curb-to-
curb. The service, which began in 
2018, set monthly ridership records in 
2020 despite the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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Table 1. Sample Menu of MOD Services 

  Who Rides Who Owns 
Who 

Operates 
Who Plans Who Pays 

Customer 
Experience 

POINT TO 
POINT 

FLEXIBLE 
ROUTES 

General 
Public 

Sponsor or 
Operator 

Sponsor or 
Operator 

RTD & 
Sponsor 

RTD, 
Sponsor, 

Passenger 

Scheduled 
departures and 
stop locations 

FIRST / LAST 
MILE 

ON DEMAND 

General 
Public 

Sponsor or 
Operator 

Sponsor or 
Operator 

RTD & 
Sponsor 

RTD, 
Sponsor, 

Passenger 

Seamless 
transfers with 
timed pickup 
and drop-off 

CURB TO 
CURB 

ON DEMAND 
MOBILITY (e.g., 

FLEXRIDE) 

General 
Public 

Sponsor or 
Operator 

Sponsor or 
Operator 

RTD & 
Sponsor 

RTD, 
Sponsor, 

Passenger 

Same-day on-
demand 

service, small 
pickup time 

window 

SHARED RIDE 
(RIDE-HAILING 

SUBSIDY) 

General 
Public Private Driver Private Driver 

Ridehailing 
Operator 

Sponsor, 
Passenger 

Same-day on-
demand 

service, small 
pickup time 

window 

SHARED FLEET 
(SCOOTER/ 
BIKE/CAR 

SHARE SUBSIDY) 

General 
Public 

Sponsor or 
Operator 

Sponsor or 
Operator 

Sponsor or 
Operator 

Sponsor, 
Rider 

Same-day-on-
demand vehicle 
and trip access 

TARGETED 

RIDE 
REIMBURSEMENT 

Qualified 
Residents 

Private 
Driver, 

Passenger, or 
Relative 

Private 
Driver, 

Volunteer 
Driver, 
Relative 

Private 
Driver, 

Volunteer 
Driver, 
Relative 

Private 
Driver, 

Volunteer 
Driver, 
Relative 

Same-day on-
demand 

service, small 
pickup time 

window 

DEMAND 
RESPONSE 

Rural/Urban 
Elderly 

Residents, 
People with 
Disabilities 

Demand 
Response 
Provider 

Demand 
Response 
Provider 

Demand 
Response 
Provider 

Demand 
Response 
Provider, 
Passenger 

Scheduled trips 

RIDE-
MATCH 

DYNAMIC 
VANPOOL 

Long-
Distance 

Commuters 

Vanpool 
Operator Participant Participant Sponsor, 

Participant 

Coordinated 
and reoccurring 
commute trips 

CARPOOL 
MATCHING 

Commuters Participant Participant Participant Sponsor, 
Participant 

Coordinated 
and reoccurring 
commute trips 
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In tegra te  Menu of  Serv i ces  in  MOD Opera t ing Zones 
Given the diversity of land uses, densities, and transportation network characteristics across the 
district, no one MOD/FLM service is going to be universally applicable wherever supplements to the 
fixed-route transit system are needed. Structuring the implementation of the MOD/FLM menu of 
services around the MOD Operations Zones – each tied to one of five specific travel-sheds in the 
region – will help ensure that everything deployed is appropriate to its context. To further home in on 
proper strategies for different specific land uses, the various typologies put forth in the First and Last 
Mile Strategic Plan, from Rural to Urban Core, should be overlaid within each MOD Zone. This land use 
overlay will allow RTD and its local partners to easily identify a subset of all MOD/FLM services and 
strategies for every part of a given MOD Zone.  

The recommended MOD/FLM Strategic Plan should provide a concrete framework for establishing and 
maintaining service partnerships. Defined strategies for interoperability of local and private-led options 
from the menu of services – things like micromobility, car-sharing, and vanpools – with the core RTD 
system are critical to providing a cohesive and an integrated mobility system. This includes ensuring 
trips on complementary mobility options can be 
booked/accessed through an RTD platform, ideally with 
fare integration, and agreements/guidelines for sharing 
of infrastructure (i.e., mobility hubs). Funding strategies 
for various partnership models also need to be defined.  

Seek and Implement  P i lo t  Pro jec ts  to  
Explore  Future  Technology 
To build momentum toward greater openness to and 
adoption of MOD/FLM services throughout the district, 
RTD should invest resources in targeted pilots as proof-
of-concepts that showcase various service and 
partnership options and test possible areas of growth. 
Of the many established and emerging MOD/FLM 
concepts, some are inevitably going to work better than 
others within the specific context of RTD’s service area, 
but it is difficult to assess which are best without first 
trying them. Pilots are efficient, low-risk ways to test different ideas without first making a substantial 
investment. Recommended focus areas for these pilots include automated, on-demand services; goods 
delivery (i.e., groceries); and specialized local services for seniors, healthcare access, etc. RTD should 
also openly encourage and support MOD infrastructure-related pilots (e.g., mobility hubs) that are 
generally led by local partners but have a substantial impact on the agency. 

3.3  User and Operat ions Interface 
Convenience, consistency, and cohesivity are all key aspects of a successful on-demand mobility 
network. Users want on-demand services to be easy to access, easy to understand, and easy to use. 

The City of Arlington began 
piloting RAPID, an autonomous 
shuttle service, in downtown and on 
the University of Texas-Arlington 
campus in 2021. The pilot is being 
funded by an FTA grant; Via and 
May Mobility are key partners. Rides 
are booked on an app and provide 
curb-to-curb service within the 
operating area. Although all of the 
fleet vehicles are autonomous, they 
are attended by a Fleet Attendant to 
monitor operations. 
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They want the services to get them where they want to go, when they want to go; and, for trips that 
require transfers between on-demand and fixed-route services, or between modes, they want the 
connections to be seamless. As RTD and its partners continue to expand the menu of MOD/FLM 
services available in the region, coordination of planning, scheduling, usage of shared space, and other 
factors will be necessary to ensure that they combine to form an integrated and user-friendly mobility 
system. 

Re imagine  Demand-Respons ive  Opera t ions 
With its robust FlexRide system, RTD has long been seen as a leader among US transit agencies in 
providing demand-responsive services beyond those legally required for people with disabilities. 
FlexRide is one of the largest demand-responsive systems in the nation. But just because FlexRide has 
been operating much the same way for many years does not mean there is no room for improvement, 
or even that is the best primary solution for demand-responsive transit in the region. For RTD and 
other agencies, demand-response service is substantially less efficient – with regard to passengers per 
hour, or mile – than traditional fixed-route service, though, of course, fixed-route service is not feasible 
or efficient in many of the low-density areas where FlexRide operates.  

There are added inefficiencies within RTD’s demand-response program because FlexRide and Access-A-
Ride follow separate dispatch and scheduling processes. Boiling these down into one single RTD-owned 
demand-response platform will streamline the process for RTD customers, operators, and 
administrative staff – building on RTD’s history of building internal trip planning/payment platforms. At 
the same time, the agency should continue to support third-
party mobility applications that provide users access to a 
variety of transportation options, including RTD; vetting 
potential technology partners – choosing to work only with 
those with a strong business model and demonstrated 
effectiveness – to provide a sense of permanence for users is 
critical. 

As the agency looks to optimize all its services and better 
integrate with other providers, RTD should conduct a 
comprehensive review of FlexRide and Access-a-Ride – beyond 
just scheduling and dispatch – to identify further actions for 
improving operating efficiency and integration.  

RTD should issue an RFP seeking assistance for enhanced 
coordination of all demand-responsive services, including, at a 
minimum, recommendations for: 

 More coordinated and strategic use of the entire available fleet, including long-term 
consideration for additional vehicle types (vans, SUVs, automated vehicles, EVs, etc.) 

 Potential new routing software for point-to-point optimization 

Move PGH is a unique program 
focused on developing a digital 
platform for accessing a range of 
mobility services in Pittsburgh. Through 
the existing Transit App platform, users 
can book trips on public transit, 
micromobility, car-share, and other 
services. The program is also building 
out a system of 50 mobility hubs 
throughout the city, which provide 
convenient access to and transfers 
among all these services.  
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In tegra te  RTD’s  FLM Stra tegic  P lan  Recommendat ions 
As discussed previously, the First Last Mile Strategic Plan already provides a strong, comprehensive 
framework and vision for RTD to enhance MOD/FLM in the region. The plan is largely intended as a 
guiding document for RTD’s local partners – many of the recommended initiatives are not things the 
agency itself has authority over – so partner support in the form of funding, staff time, and political will is 
critical to successfully implementing the plan’s recommendations. Section 2.1 described RTD’s role on 
the various strategies. Figure 1 identifies the overall process for assessing FLM needs and opportunities. 
Broader organizational recommendations provided in this report will help RTD better position itself to 
follow through on that plan. 

Figure 2. Steps in Conducting a FLM Analysis 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Included in the FLM Plan are three recommended pilots – regional multimodal wayfinding guidance, 
mobility hub implementation, and microtransit integration – that have been hampered by the COVID-19 
pandemic and the necessitated funneling of agency resources toward responding to it. Some progress 
has been made on each since the plan was finalized; all three are worthwhile to fully implement as 
RTD’s resources allow.  
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Develop Cons is tent  In f ras t ructure  Inte r face  to  Prov ide a  Seamless  
Connect ion  Between Modes 
The process of transferring between different vehicles must be as seamless and convenient as possible 
to attract users to an integrated MOD system. As such, agreements for sharing space and 
infrastructure, like the need for cross-provider technology that integrates into a cohesive platform, are 
necessary to the success of a MOD/FLM network with multiple service operators and partners.  While 
others own and maintain most of the infrastructure RTD uses to provide service, the agency plays a 
key role in infrastructure integration because coordination between modes is essential and the agency 
owns many of the network nodes where transfer activity is concentrated (e.g., rail stations). These are 
ideal locations for mobility hubs.  

RTD should establish a standardized process and framework for other providers and partners to follow 
when looking to integrate with RTD facilities, including spatial constraints, maintenance & funding 
agreements, and service levels. Specific arrangements will vary by facility since they vary considerably 
in size and configuration; larger facilities (e.g., I-25 & Broadway Station) will be more appropriate for 
integrating a variety of services and acting as full mobility hubs, while smaller facilities may just have 
space for limited micromobility and/or rideshare parking. 
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